Magic and the Law of Attraction Podcast  Episode 8: Mojo Bags

Good Luck Mojo Bag Recipe
What you will need:
A small four leaf clover charm
A small paper for your petition

A calamus root  for your strength and empowerment
Devil’s Shoe String  to protect your luck
Five Finger Grass to bring luck to anything you touch
A small lodestone  to attract luck
A small high john the conqueror root  to be in the right place at the right time
A chunk of dragon’s blood resin  for luck and protection
A silver Mercury dime or a dime of the year you were born  to add to your luck in risky
situations
A fingernail clipping from your hand  to personalize it and bring luck into your hands.
Good Luck, Lady Luck, Lucky Mojo, Fast Luck or other luck oil

A Mojo Hand, GrisGris Bag or Toby Hand is a flannel bag filled with magical items
designed to bring the desired objective to the person who wears it in a secret place –
in the pocket, tucked in a brassiere, or pinned to the undergarments.

A mojo bag is traditionally made with a red flannel bag filled with a mix of herbs,
minerals, curios, talismans and petition papers unique to your desire. To create your
Mojo Bag, you should follow these instructions: First, sew the charm to the outside of
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the flannel bag, thinking of your intention for the Mojo Bag as you sew. Next, write your
petition on the enclosed paper, fold it toward you and place it in the flannel bag. Next,
add each of the herbs, curios and personal concerns to the flannel bag praying over it
asking the spirit of each item to work on your behalf. After all have been placed in the
flannel bag, gently breathe into it, giving the Mojo Bag life to work with you and for your
intention. Finally, tie the bag shut with three knots while praying over it and anoint it, or
feed it, with the spiritual oil in a five spot pattern as described below.

Your Mojo Bag should be treated with the utmost care and respect, as you would a
powerful spirit or beloved pet. Give your mojo bag a name and speak to it to ask it to
work on your behalf. For the first 7 days that you own it, keep it as close to you as
possible, wearing it next to your skin and sleeping with it under your pillow. Set it
aside in a special place only when you bathe, shower or go swimming.

After 7 days, you may wear it next to your skin, carry it in a pocket or purse or keep it in
a special place and only carry it when you need its effects. About once a week, you will
need to feed the mojo bag. Feeding can be done by passing the mojo bag through
incense or by dabbing it with five spots of the spiritual oil. It is traditional to put a small
amount of oil on your finger and touch the mojo bag in a fivespot pattern like the five
on a die.
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Your mojo bag should never be seen or touched by anyone else. If it is seen by
someone else, reestablish your connection to it by feeding it daily and wearing it next to
your skin for 7 days. Touching by another person will kill a mojo bag. If yours is touched,
it should be remade or replaced. Once a year, you should have your mojo bag
refreshed by a rootworker with a new bag while keeping any hard roots, curios or
talismans. There is no need to open your bag, though if you wish to add more items to it
you may.

For More Information about Mojo Bags, Listen to the Magic and the Law of Attraction
Podcast  Episode 8: Mojo Bags
www.MagicAndTheLawOfAttraction.com  www.ParlourOfWonders.com
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